
 

 FAIPS-DPS Welcomes New Grade 10 & 12 Students and Parents with 

Orientation Programme 

In a bid to strengthen the bond between the school and its stakeholders, FAIPS DPS organized a 

remarkably successful Orientation Session for parents and students of Class X and XII on 27th 

February 2024 in the school auditorium. The event witnessed enthusiastic participation from 

parents, students, and faculty members, setting a positive tone for the forthcoming academic year. 

The event commenced with a prayer, recital of the holy Quran, and a captivating prayer song by 

the school choir. The Vice Principal Vineeta Munshi extended a warm welcome to the resource 

person, Dr.Navniit Gandhi, an accomplished academician, councellor, and a prolific writer. Dr. 

Gandhi's impressive credentials include membership in both the Writers’ Forum, Kuwait, and the 

Indian Women in Kuwait (IWIK). The programme further continued with an inspiring speech by 

the Principal Mr. Ravi Ayanoli, who shared invaluable insights and wisdom, drawn from personal 

experiences, uplifted and motivated the entire audience.  Parents and students received a 

comprehensive overview of the educational roadmap for the year, encompassing curriculum 

updates, examination patterns, and expectations. The Attendees were briefed on the wide array of 

extracurricular opportunities available at FAIPS DPS, highlighting the school's commitment to 

holistic development beyond academics.                                                                                                                                                        

The orientation reached its pinnacle with the distinguished presence of Dr.Gandhi who set the tone 

for an enlightening and memorable session. The highlight of the orientation was undoubtedly Dr. 

Gandhi's address, as her insightful speech captivated and inspired all attendees. 

During her address, Dr. Navniit Gandhi eloquently shared inspiring anecdotes featuring 

remarkable individuals such as Rohan Bopanna, a renowned Indian tennis player known for his 

perseverance and skill on the court, and Ibrahim Hamadtou, an Egyptian table tennis player who 

defies all odds by playing the sport professionally despite being armless. These compelling 

narratives deeply resonated with the students, igniting a sense of motivation and determination 

within them. 

The Engaging interactive session facilitated meaningful dialogue between parents, students, and 

faculty members, providing a platform for addressing queries, concerns, and expectations. The 

culmination of the orientation was marked by an engaging question-and-answer session, where 

both students and faculty actively participated, seeking valuable insights from Dr. Navniit Gandhi. 

This interactive exchange further enriched the learning experience, allowing for a deeper 

understanding of the topics discussed.  

The Vice Principal Dr. Sheeba Balraj concluded the session with an impassioned vote of thanks, 

expressing gratitude to all participants for their active involvement and to Dr. Gandhi for her 

invaluable contributions to the event's success. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


